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Instructor

Brett Marquard 
• Principal, WaveOne Associates

• Extensive EHR experience

• Primary Editor, Argonaut Data Query IG / US FHIR Core IG

• Project Manager Argonaut

• brett@waveoneassociates.com

mailto:brett@waveoneassociates.com
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What is the Argonaut Project?

The Argonaut Project is an implementation community comprising 
leading technology vendors and provider organizations to 
accelerate the use of FHIR and OAuth in health care information 
exchange.
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The Argonaut Project is ...

• Private sector initiated and funded

• Creating open industry Implementation Guides in high 

priority use cases of importance to patients, providers and 

the industry as a whole

• Working collaboratively with other FHIR initiatives such as 

SMART-on-FHIR, and Logica, and IPA.
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The Argonaut Project is Not …

• A standards development organization

• A separate legal entity

• A proprietary activity
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Argonaut Project Members

Technology Vendors

• Accenture

• Allscripts

• Apple

• Athenahealth

• Cerner

• Change Healthcare

Provider Organizations

• Intermountain Health

• Mayo Clinic

• Partners Healthcare

• SMART at Boston Children’s 

Hospital

Technology Vendors (cont)

• eClincialWorks

• Epic

• Humana

• MEDITECH

• Microsoft

• Optum
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Argonaut Team

Dan Gottlieb

Bulk Data

Eric Haas

US Core

Gino Canessa

Subscriptions
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Josh Mandel

SMART App Launch

…many others!

Brett Marquard

Project Manager



Argonaut Project Timeline

JASON Task Force 

Recommendations

Oct 2014 Dec 2014 Oct  2015

Call to action for 

APIs and FHIR Launch of 

Argonaut Project
EHR certification 

includes API requirement

Dec  2016

S&I Initiative

Data Access 

Framework

Data Query 

Implementation Guide 

published

Provider Directory 

Implementation Guide 

published

Jun  2017

CDS Hooks Implementation Guide
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Four Short Years from Inception to Market Adoption

50% of 100+ certified 

vendors use FHIR APIs

Jan 2018

CommonWell includes 

Argonaut FHIR specifications 

in core services – MEDITECH 

goes live on FHIR

Carequality implements 

Argonaut Provider Directory 

specification

Apple enables secure iPhone 

access to medical records 

using Argonaut 

Implementation Guide
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What have you done for me lately?



Argonaut Project Timeline

CDS Hooks ballot

Clinical Notes + Provenance 

design
Argonaut R4 + Clinical Notes + 

Provenance added to US Core!

Clinical Data Subscriptions 

May 2018 Nov 2019 2020 2021

SMART on FHIR STU2 

published!

Subscriptions added to 

R4B and R5

US Core design sprints 

for USCDI v2

FHIR Release 4.0.1

US Core 3.1.1

Bulk Data Group Level Export

SMART App Launch



Prior Initiatives

• SMART on FHIR support

• Data Query and Document Query

• Provider Directory

• Scheduling

• CDS Hooks support

• Bulk Data

• Questionnaire and Questionnaire 
Response

• Clinical Provenance

• Clinical Notes

• SMART Web Messaging

• Clinical Data Subscriptions

• US Core Argonaut R4 - USCDI

• SMART on FHIR Granular Controls

• Patient List

• FHIR Write
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SMART on FHIR Support

When
Summer 2015…and then Granular Permissions 2020!

What
SMART Health IT is an open, standards based technology platform that enables innovators to create apps that seamlessly and securely 

run across the healthcare system. SMART on FHIR provides reliable, secure authorization for a variety of app architectures through the 

use of the OAuth 2.0 standard. In 2015, the Argonaut Project performed a security review of SMART on FHIR.

In May 2021, HL7 took the Argonaut lessons and added support for “granular permissions,” e.g. to provide access to resources at the 

category level in addition to the type level. This allows apps to request narrower access, like “all vital signs” rather than “all 

observations.”

Outcomes
• SMART Application Launch Framework Implementation Guide Release 2.0.0: http://hl7.org/fhir/smart-app-launch/index.html

• Release 2.0.0 includes Argonaut guidance on granular permissions!

• Latest build: http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/smart-app-launch/

16https://smarthealthit.org/

For more detail checkout

Josh Mandel

SMART on FHIR:

Introduction

http://hl7.org/fhir/smart-app-launch/index.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/smart-app-launch/
https://smarthealthit.org/


Data Query and Document Query

When
~2015 ….ongoing

What
The Argonauts built the de facto industry standard  -- the Data Query Implementation Guide based 

upon FHIR DSTU2 API and the Data Access Framework (DAF).

This specification defines the minimum conformance requirements for accessing patient data. The lessons 

from Argonaut were added to the latest US Core Implementation Guide.

Outcomes
• Clinical Notes Guidance: https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/clinical-notes-guidance.html

• Basic Provenance: https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/basic-provenance.html

• Guidance on ‘Must Support’, free text units, vocabulary binding: 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/conformance-expectations.html
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…US Core

http://www.fhir.org/guides/argonaut/r2/
http://hl7.org/fhir/DSTU2/index.html
https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/clinical-notes-guidance.html
https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/basic-provenance.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/conformance-expectations.html


US Core Implementation Guide

• Built from Argonaut requirements

• US Core profiles supersede Argonaut Data Query profiles for FHIR R4
• Version 3.1.1 published June 2020

• HL7 balloted US Realm FHIR profiles
• Supports United States Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) which superseded the Common Clinical Data Set

• Used by US stakeholders when implementing FHIR 

• Basis for creating further US Realm profiles. 

…fun fact: the Data Access Framework (DAF) = ONC sponsored DAF effort on FHIR preceded the Argonaut guide!
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http://hl7.org/fhir/DSTU2/daf/daf.html


CDS Hooks Support

When
Argonaut 2017 – 2018; Project continues!

What
A vendor agnostic remote decision support specification.
The specification describes a "hook"-based pattern for invoking decision support from within a clinician's 
EHR workflow. The API supports: Synchronous, workflow-triggered CDS calls returning information and 
suggestions, or launching a user-facing SMART app when CDS requires additional interaction.

Outcomes
• Supported march to CDS Hooks 1.0: https://cds-hooks.hl7.org/1.0/

• Quick Start guide: http://cds-hooks.org/quickstart/

• Continuous Improvement Build: https://cds-hooks.org/

• Security Risk Assessment

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hooking
https://cds-hooks.hl7.org/1.0/
http://cds-hooks.org/quickstart/
https://cds-hooks.org/
https://github.com/argonautproject/cds-hooks/blob/master/meeting-notes/2018Feb_SecurityRiskReport.pdf


CDS Hooks



CDS Hooks 1.0
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CDS Hooks Sandbox

https://sandbox.cds-hooks.org/ 22

For more detail checkout

Bryn Rhodes
CDS Hooks

https://sandbox.cds-hooks.org/


When
Argonaut 2018…ongoing

What
Enhance FHIR to support population level data access.

Providers and organizations accountable for managing the health of populations often need to efficiently access 
large volumes of information on a group of individuals. 

Bulk data supports: internal clinical data warehouse for study cohort identification, claims in EHR to provide 
comprehensive view, exchanging member lists for risk based contracts, and many more…

Outcomes
• Hosted and supported numerous (8+) Connectathon to test the spec. 

• STU2 Publication: https://hl7.org/fhir/uv/bulkdata/STU2/

• Latest build: http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/bulk-data/
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For more detail checkout

Dan Gottlieb

FHIR Bulk Data API and

what’s new in v2

https://hl7.org/fhir/uv/bulkdata/STU2/
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/bulk-data/


Subscriptions

When
Argonaut 2019; 2021 - … 

What
“Tell me when the data changes”

The Subscriptions Framework is a mechanism designed to allow clients to ask for notifications when data 
changes. It is an active notification system; a FHIR server actively sends notifications to clients as changes occur.

Outcomes
• Defined two new resources (SubscriptionTopic, SubscriptionStatus) and a new Bundle type.

• Updated existing Subscription resource to add clarity and flexibility.

• New Resources published May 28, 2022 in R4B - http://hl7.org/fhir/

• Finalizing backport to FHIR R4

• Latest build: http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-subscription-backport-ig/
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For more detail checkout

Gino Canessa 

Topic-based subscriptions

http://hl7.org/fhir/
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-subscription-backport-ig/


ARGONAUT 2022
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2022 Project Prioritization

● 19 projects were proposed and discussed 
● 10 projects had formal ‘pitches’ and were voted on 
● Launched 3 projects in February/March 

○ FHIR Write – App State
○ FHIR End Point and Structure
○ EHI Export API

● Additional project launching soon – IPA PM support, Office Hours, 
SMART Health Links

Subscriptions

● Promote adoption of the Subscription framework (R4 & R5)
● Support any final edits to support FHIR R4B
● Build out testing and reporting

January 2022 Ballots

● Provided input into US Core 

May 2022 Ballots

● None  

Future

● Consider balloting of FHIR write
● USDCI v3 design session September 

2022

Argonaut 2022

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1K1CcO8uSB7Dp-5_7IZ1PQIPnWr1g6pAimn5OmSvlQ1U/edit#gid=0
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2022

Jan May July Sept DecFeb

*Only data modeling  - if full reference implementation + testing then FULL project!

(add-on) IPA – PM + Ballot Support

US Core Argonaut Mini Design 
Sessions (Small)

FHIR endpoint + structure*

SMART Health LinksEHI Export – only wrapper to support invocation + response

FHIR Write use case 1: App State

USCDI+? HL7/ONC Broad Public

USCDI v3 published!

Argonaut 2022



Electronic Health Information Export API

Proposal: https://build.fhir.org/ig/argonautproject/ehi-api/

What problem are we solving, and for whom?

Enable patients to move and share all of their healthcare data without requiring them to take on cumbersome and complex file 

management tasks.

E.g., support apps that enable patients to send complete records to a provider for a virtual second opinion or to transition care, 

apps that share a subset of a patient's data elements with a research study (today, this often needs to be done manually by 

investigators through broad records requests, faxed data and re-keying), apps that enable patients to review their own health 

record data to identify errors and explore trends.

The Biden Administration is seeking private sector commitments focused on maternity data as noted in his Executive Order, 

“The Secretary of HHS shall:...test methods to automate patient access to electronic prenatal, birth, and postpartum health 

records (including lab results, genetic tests, ultrasound images, and clinical notes) to improve patient experiences in maternity 

care, health outcomes, and equity.”

What happens if we don’t do the project? 

The data included in USCDI will expand over time, but it seems likely that the growing scope of health-related data (e.g., 

genomic data, microbiome data) will continue to outpace the development of detailed standards. Furthermore, variation in 

clinical practice will continue to drive a "long tail" of unstructured data.

https://build.fhir.org/ig/argonautproject/ehi-api/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/13/executive-order-on-transforming-federal-customer-experience-and-service-delivery-to-rebuild-trust-in-government/'


Electronic Health Information Export API

Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

EHR vendors, health systems, FHIR platforms, app developers; likely public sector / agency 

involvement (HRSA, CMS, state Medicaid agencies, White House)

What does success look like?

Draft FHIR Implementation Guide that can be used by EHR vendors and/or leading edge health 

systems to begin implementing an EHI Export API; successful data sharing to meet stakeholder 

commitments likely in Q2 2022 (similar to “Sync for Science” commitments in 2016)



FHIR Write - Patient Generated Health Data

What problem are we solving, and for whom?

- Enable patients to share data directly with their providers if they choose.

Is there an existing solution? 

- Vendor-specific solutions such as Apple HealthKit and Google Fit require health systems to build and 

deploy native apps

- Third-party aggregators like Validic require patients to connect each data source to the platform and 

typically also require an additional operational expense
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FHIR Write - Patient Generated Health Data

Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

- EHR vendors + clinical users to determine priority use cases & workflow

- Client app developers to determine priority use cases and feasibility of data acquisition

What does success look like?

- Development of well-defined models for high-priority PGHD use cases (likely 3-5?). Top 

candidates may include:
- Glucose

- BP

- Weight

- Patient-reconciled medications

- Heart rate

- App state information (e.g. for E2E encryption)

- Successful E2E testing between 2+ clients and servers
31



Publication of FHIR endpoint and structure

What problem are we solving, and for whom?

- There is not a recommended format, nor location, for servers to publish their customer 

endpoint information 

- Client developers need this information from healthcare organizations to enable patients to 

connect to their records 

Is there an existing solution? 

- Quick survey of existing FHIR + Argonaut community members indicate use of a Bundle of 

Endpoint resources

- Or custom JSON 
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Publication of FHIR endpoint and structure

Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

- Publishers of FHIR endpoint content

- Coordination with FAST Accelerator to use proposed format in any of their future registry work

What does success look like?

- Argonaut vendors approve and adopt new format

- ONC Lantern Project incorporates the format

- FAST incorporates format in their Endpoint Directory

33

https://hackmd.io/@argonaut/patient-access-brands


SMART Health Links

What problem are we solving, and for whom?

Share any health record by presenting a QR

● Consumers can provision, review and adjust access at any time

● Recipients view data in a browser or access structured FHIR data

● Ex: back to school night - party can present QR code with a child's full vaccination 

record that the nurse can access and use.

● Ex: new provider access - patient can just present QR in person and grant access to full 

record.

The technology works for sharing…

● Static data like COVID vaccines and labs

● Data that change over time (e.g., "most recent 3 COVID tests")

● Provisioning scoped FHIR API access (complement to OAuth flow)

Is there an existing solution? 

Draft spec and reference implementation

Builds on learnings from SMART Health Cards.

https://hackmd.io/@vci/smart-health-links
https://github.com/jmandel/shclinks


SMART Health Links

Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

At least two data "sources". Examples would be

● Lab for COVID-19 results

● Insurance provider for coverage and benefits

● EHR for COVID-19 vaccines/labs, or FHIR API access

At least one consumer app provider.

What does success look like?

Refine and reach rough consensus on draft SMART Health Links spec

Demonstrate consumer-managed QR presentation (e.g., w/ VCI for COVID)

Decide whether to proceed with a formal HL7 project



What problem are we solving, and for whom?

- Standardized international API to access clinical data

Is there an existing solution? 

- HL7 submitted a formal ballot in the January 2022 cycle

- Goal of this Argonaut project is not to replace the existing work, but to help support it through 

increased testing and feedback (it’s critical that the IPA has robust support from the 

international community)

Argonaut IPA



Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

- Client applications

- EHR vendors or national health IT teams + clinical users

What does success look like?

- Getting engagement/feedback from 1-3 international supporters/implementers of the project 

to confirm the basic building blocks are sound and will work in their jurisdictions

- Successful end-to-end connection from a client to multiple test servers representing different 

jurisdictions

Argonaut IPA



Argonaut Long-Term Support

What problem are we solving, and for whom?

We are not 'done' with a project when it is published.
- Gather feedback for 'next' revision

- Support new implementers

- Update RI's, tooling, etc.

- Run a combined connectathon track, etc.

- Rotating office hours (e.g., 1 week every few months, one month a year, etc.)

Is there an existing solution? 

- Limited number of Argonaut products (Data query) are supported under existing HL7/ONC 

projects (US Core)

- Ad-hoc: WGs, other projects, good-will of prior project leads, etc.



Argonaut Long-Term Support

Who needs to participate for a successful outcome? 

- 'Experts' for each supported (e.g., prior) projects.

What does success look like?

- FHIR Community has access to experts on various specs that are not necessarily 'active' 

right now.  E.g., bulk-data, SMART, Subscriptions, etc.

- Maintaining software (e.g., RI) and other artifacts (e.g., tutorials).



ARGONAUT INITIATIVES ARE…
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Argonaut efforts - foundational

Lots goes into a good foundation!



Argonaut efforts - foundational

Lots goes into a good foundation

- 3-4” gravel underneath

- 48-inch footing for structures 

above

- Electrical run

- Rebar and electrical ground 

bonding 

- Pitch to a new drain

- Setting Concrete on a day 

without rain!



Participation 

• Zulip Chat Channel
• Argonaut

• Argonaut Confluence Page
• …or whatever is your favorite IG!

• Contacts
• Gino Canessa

• Dan Gottlieb

• Eric Haas

• Josh Mandel

• Brett Marquard  
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https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/20-argonaut
https://confluence.hl7.org/display/AP/Argonaut+Project+Home
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Engage the Community
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Play Together

Build

Test

Design
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